Metal workers push for
higher wages
after IC
sell out
METAL workers throughout the
country are pushing for higher
wages*
The wage settlement reached
by 'sell out* unions and the
employers* association, SEIFSA.
on the Industrial Council has left
them totally dissatisfied.
And the battleground has
now moved from the Industrial
Council to the factory floor as
Metal and Allied Workers Union
members push their employers
to better the 'appalling* Industrial Council increases.
The Industrial Council settled
on a 10c increase in spite of
massive opposition from MAWU
which said its members would
not be satisfied with anything
less than an across the board
increase of R18 a week.
Over the past month the
tension has been building up in
many factories as employers
refuse to remedy the low Industrial Council wage increase.
And already at three major
Barlows factories, workers have
downed tools in support of their
wage demand*
The Barlows Shop Stewards
Council agreed that they would
push for an increase of 50c an
hour - so with this they approached their employers.

The Barlows Manufacturing
plant at Kew near Johannesburg
.and WB Camerons in Jacobs near
Durban were the first factories
to strike in support of wage
demands.
At both factories, management
refused to talk wages until
recognition agreements had been
signed with the Metal and Allied
Workers Union.
Barlows* Fuchs plant at
Alrode soon joined these two
factories after their management
also used an unsigned recognition agreement as an excuse not
to negotiate wages*
Although, workers at all three
factories eventually returned to
work* they were clearly not
satisfied with Barlows' 'delaying
tactics*.
However, at Barlows Kew
management added fuel to the
discontent by firing 12 workers
who, they claimed, had been
beating up fellow workers during
the strike.
But not all metal workers
have been unsuccesful in their
drive for higher wages.
Factory level negotiations have

led to increases at:
* APV Kestner (Pietermaritzburg) - 18 percent across the
board.
* Pillar Naco (Pietermaritzburg)
- 15 percent across the board.
* Glacier Bearings (Pinetown)
R2 per hour and 16 percent
across the board.
* Forbo Krommenie (Jacobs)
minimum wage R2,42 and an
across the board increase of 30
percent.
* CI Industries (Pinetown) 25 percent across the board.
* Instep Components - minimum wages raised by 17 percent.
* Alusaf (Richards Bay) minimum wages raised to Rl,58 per
hour.
And a new wage agreement has
been reached to cover four
Henred Freuhauf factories —
two in Natal and two in the

TransvaaL
This is the first time that a
wage agreement has been signed
covering an isithebe factory —
Isithebe is a 'border* industrial
area near Mandini and well
known for its 'poverty* wages.
Workers at the four factories
will get a 19c an hour increase
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backdated to July and will get
a further 5c an hour increase in
January,
In order to start closing the
wage gap between the Isithebe
factory and the others, the company 3greed to a further 4c an
hour in July and 3c in January
for the Isithebe workers.

